[Lesions classified ACR3 with the breast cancer screening mammography program of the Ariana area: features and problems encountered].
This retrospective work is related to ACR3 mammograms of the program "Feasibility of breast cancer screening by mammography in Ariana Governorate" in order to evaluate the efficiency and short-term quality control of these probably benign lesions. Mammograms classified ACR3 raised the indication of further examination, futher mammogram (profile, expanded or compression). The monitoring and control period are explained to the patient by the radiologist. 6.6% mammograms were classified as ACR 3 with 71.3% under the age of 50 years. Breast is very dense in 20.5% of cases, and transparent in 6% of cases. Further exams has been performed in 94. 5% of cases with a profile in 52% of cases, enlarged in 22.1%, compression in 24.9% and ultrasound in 82.5%. The surveillance protocol was insufficient for 126 women lost to the 1st control, 32 women lost for the 2nd control and 19 women were lost to the 3rd control. After two years monitoring, 219 women were reclassified as ACR2 with a negative test. In 2 patients, we found an invasive ductal carcinoma at 4 months control. ACR 3 mammograms are the most important operator dependent category. The diagnosis of probably benign lesion dependant of the analysis of images and requires a great experience of the radiologist and a comprehensive complementary examination. In this study, this assessment was often heavy in relation to the frequency of dense breasts itself in connection with the young age of patients. In addition, for this particular category, the need of training is important and in terms of public health cost, the management of ACR3 mammograms increases difficulties and cost of screening.